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HEC-5 L, A SIMULATION MODEL

FOR SYSTEM FORMULATION AND EVALUATION

by Bill S. Eichert
2

1. Need for Hydrologic and Economic Simulation Iodel

Because of the great expenditure of funds required to construct
structures to reduce flooding in a river basin, it is important to make
sure that each project built is justified and is more desirable than any
other alternative. In a complex river basin where numerous system
components exist or are required to reduce flooding, the evaluation of
each alternative requires a large number of calculations. Until recently
all such evaluations had to be done by rather crude techniques or by
laborious manual procedures, although a few simple computer models could
be used on parts of the study. For example, a study made 10 years ago,
required that 10 flood control reservoirs be considered in firming up
the design of a few new reservoirs in a flood control system. The
hydrology required in operating the system (after the historical flows
throughout the basin were known) for several historical floods required
three men working full time for about 4 months at a cost of about $25,000.
In spite of the large tine and cost, many simplifying assumptions had to
be made, no economic evaluation was made and no alternative solutions
were investigated because of the manpower, funds, and time limitations.
The same job can be done today with greater detail and accuracy with a
simulation model such as HEC-5C with less cost and manpower and, in
addition, each alternative can be studied with a few hours of work and
a $2O cormputer run which will show the average annual damages at all
damage centers and the net system flood benefits. The initial work in
assembling the reservoir data in the required computer format for the
system requires about one man-week of work. The determination of the
historical flows for all major floods of record throughout the system is
the major task and has to be done by either manual or computer techniques,
but could be done with about 3-man months of effort for this basin.
The verification of the model on historical floods can be done in a
couple of man months. Once the above tasks are completed, detailed
simulations can be made easily and with little expense for numerous
combinations of reservoirs, and other alternatives including nonstruc-
tural alternatives.

1Presented at The Hydrologiq Engineering Center, Seminar on Analytical

Methods in Planning, 26-28 March 1974 at Davis, California.

28ll S. Eichert, Director, The Hydrologic Engineering Center, 609 Second
Street, Suite I, Davis, California 9b616.
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2. Purpose of Water Resources System Simulation 4odel - ldEC-5C

This program was developed to assist in planning studies required
for the evaluation of proposed changes to a system and to assist in
sizing the system components for flood control and conservation require-
ments for each component recommended for the system. The program can be
used in studies made immediately after a flood to calculate the preproject
conditions and to show the effects of existing and/or proposed reservoirs
on flows and damages in the system. The program should also be useful in
selecting the proper reservoir releases throughout the system during flood
emergencies in order to minimize flooding as much as possible and yet
empty the system as quickly as possible while maintaining the proper
balance of flood control storage among the reservoirs.

The above purposes are accomplished by simulating the sequential
operation of various system components of any configuration for short
interval historical or synthetic floods or for long duration nonflood
periods, or for coninations of the two. Specifically the program may
be used to determine:

a. Flood control and conservation storage requirements of each
reservoir in the system.

b. The Influence of a system of reservoirs, or other structures on
the spatial and temporal distribution of runoff in a basin.

c. The evaluation of operational criteria for both flood control
and conservation for a system of reservoirs.

d. The average annual flood damages, system costs, and excess
flood benefits over costs.

e. The detenination of the system of existing and proposed
reservoirs or other structural or nonstructural alternatives that
results in the maximum net benefit for flood control for the system
by making simulation runs for selected alternative systems.

3. Computer Requirements

The program, written in FORTRAN IV, was developed on a UNIVAC 1108
computer with 64,000 words of storage. The UNIVAC version can simulate
the operation of 15 reservoirs, 25 control points, 5 diversions, and 9
power plants, using up to 50 time periods in each flood or nonflood
event. Dimension limits have been increased for a CDC 7600 computer
which allows the simulation of 3b reservoirs, 75 control points, 11
diversions, and 9 power plants for up to 100 time periods for each
runoff event.
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4. General Capabilities of Program

a. Configuration of system - any system configuration may be used
as long as dimension limits are not exceeded for number of reservoirs,
number of control points, number of diversions, etc.

(1) Reservoirs which have flood control storage may be operated
to minimize flooding at any number of downstream control points.

(2) Reservoirs with conservation storage will be operated for
their own requirements (power or low flow) and can be operated for any
number of downstream control points.

(3) Reservoirs may be easily deleted from the system.

(4) Reservoirs in system are kept in balance (in the same deqree
of trouble) as much as possible.

b. Outflmrs can be specified for any number of reservoirs for any or
all time periods and program will adjust other reservoir releases as
.necessary; otherwise program will determine all reservoir releases.

c. Effects of forecast errors can be evaluated by specifying the
number of forecast periods and a corresponding contingency allowance
(i.e., error in forecasting).

d. Local flows can be calculated from observed discharges and
reservoir releases; system operation can be performed or omitted after
flows are deten ined.

e. The inultiflood option may be used to operate the system for a
continuous period of record (for example, 5 events each containing 4
years of monthly data may be used for a total of 20 years). Also a
mixture of computational intervals may be used such as running a monthly
operation for a few years (assuming no routing if desired) and then
operating for daily or hourly flows during a major flood (with detailed
flood routinq) and then back to a weekly or monthly routing interval, etc.
An unlimited number of events can be simulated in this manner.

f. Evaporation and a monthly variation in reservoir operating levels
can be considered in the routings if desired.

g. Voluaninous output can be suppressed by requesting only a summary
output. Uetailed output for a few selected control points can also be
obtained.
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h. Stream routing may be accomplished by the following methods:

(1) Modified Puls, Working R/D, Muskingum, Straddle Stagger, and
Tatum.

(2) Each routing method may be used several times for each reach.

(3) Actual releases that are routed by nonlinear (storage-outflow
is not a straight line) methods (Modified Puls or Working R/D) use a
linear approximation for determining reservoir releases.

(4) Natural and cumulative local flows are calculated.

i. Reservoir routing is based on:

(1) Accounting methods (release is determined based on desired
operation, storage is equal to inflow less outflow plus previous storage).

(2) Surcharge routing - when desired release is greater than
physical outlet capacity, the arithmetical method, which is a trial and
error method, is used which will provide the same results as the Modified
Puls method.

(3) Emergency releases - when desired release for current period

plus channel capacity releases for future periods (up to limit of fore-
sight specified) would cause reservoir to exceed maximum flood storage
in current or future periods, a release is made for the current period
(up to channel capacity or the outlet capacity) so that the reservoir
does not exceed top of flood pool in future period.

J. Multifloods

(1) Read and operate an unlimited number of floods for a
reservoir system.

(2) The series of floods can each start at different reservoir
storages or from same storages or can be continued using the storages
from the previous flood.

(3) Operate up to 9 ratios of any or all floods read.

(4) Long floods may be routed by dividing the flood into flow
events which are each less than the dimension limit of the time array.
This may be done by manually setting in several sets of flow data (with
each less than the dimension limit) or by allowing the computer to
generate separate floods (when the data read exceeded the dimension
limit). A minimum of a 10 period overlap between floods is used to
preserve continuity.
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(b) Period of record analysis may be made by analyzing a series
of floods consisting of monthly or weekly data during nonflood periods and
daily or multihourly data during flood periods.

k. Diversions

(1) Diversions can be made from any reservoir or control point.
Only one diversion from each control point or reservoir is allowed.

(2) Diversions can be made to any downstream control point or
reservoir or out of the system.

(3) uiversions may be routed using any linear method allowed and
multiplied by a constant representing the percent of return flow.

(4) Types of diversions

(a) uiversions can be a function of inflows.

(b) Diversions can be functions of reservoir storages.

(c) viversions can be constant.

(d) Uiversions can be constant for certain periods such as
50 cfs for January, 40 cfs for February, etc.

(e) Diversions can be made for all excess water above the
top of conservation pool up to the diversion pipe capacity.

5. Reservoir Operational Criteria

a. Reservoirs are operated to satisfy constraints at individual
reservoirs, to maintain specified flows at downstream control points, and
to keep the system in balance. Constraints at individual reservoirs are
as follows:

(1) When the level of a reservoir is between the top of conser-
vation pool and the top of flood pool, releases are made to attempt to
draw the reservoir to the top of conservation pool without exceeding the
designated channel capacity at the reservoir or at downstream control
points for which the reservoir is being operated.

(2) Releases are made equal to or greater than the minimum
desired flows when the reservoir storage is qreater than the top of buffer
storage, and or equal to the required flow if between level one and the
top of buffer pool. No releases are made when the reservoir is below
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level one (top of inactive pool). Releases calculated for hydropower
requirements will override minimum flows if they are greater than the
controlling desired or required flows.

(3) Releases are made equal to or less than the designated
channel capacity at the reservoir until the top of flood pool is
exceeded, then all excess flood water is dumped if sufficient outlet
capacity is available. If insufficient capacity exists, a surcharge
routing is made. Input options permit channel capacity releases (or
greater) to be made prior to the time that the reservoir level reaches
the top of the flood pool if forecasted inflows are excessive.

(4) The reservoir release is never greater (or less) than the
previous period release plus (or minus) a percentage of the channel
capacity at the dam site unless the reservoir is in surcharge operation.

b. Operational criteria for specified downstream control points are
as follows:

(1) Releases are not made (as long as flood storage remains)
which would contribute to flooding at one or more specified downstream
locations during a predetermined number of future periods except to
satisfy minimum flow and rate-of-change of release criteria. The
number of future periods considered is the lesser of the number of
reservoir release routing coefficients or the number of local flow
forecast periods.

(2) Releases are made, where possible, to exactly maintain
downstream flows at cIannel capcity (for flood operation) or for
minimum desired or required flows (for conservation operation). In
making a release determination, local (intervening area) flows can be
multiplied by a contingency allowance (greater than I for flood control
and less than I for conservation) to account for uncertainty in fore-
casting these flows.

c. Operational criteria for keeping a reservoir system in balance

are as follows:

(1) Where two or more reservoirs are in parallel operation above

a comon control point, the reservoir that is at the highest index level,
assuming no releases for the current time period, will be operated first
to try to increase the flows in the downstream channel to the target
flow. Then the remaining reservoirs will be operated in a priority
established by index levels to attempt to fill any remaining space in
the downstream channel without causing flooding during any of a specified
number of future periods.

6
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(2) If one of two parallel reservoirs has one or more reservoirs
upstream whose storage should be considered in determining the priority
of releases from the two parallel reservoirs, then an equivalent index
level is determined for the tandem reservoirs based on the combined
storage In the tandem reservoirs.

(3) If two reservoirs are in tandem (one above the other), the
upstream reservoir can be operated for control points between the two
reservoirs. In addition, when the downstream reservoir is being operated
for control points, an attempt is made to bring the upper reservoir to
the same index level as the lower reservoir based on index levels at the
end of the previous time period.

6. Average Annual Flood Uamage Evaluation

Average annual damages (AAD) or damages for specific floods can tie
computed for up to 9 different categories fo any or all control points
(nonreservoirs) using one or more ratios for each of several historical
or synthetic floods. They will be computed for the following three
conditions:

a. Natural or unregulated conditions.

b. Regulated conditions due to the reservoir system assumed.

c. Full regulation at those reservoir sites (uncontrolled local
flows).

Uamages calculated for base conditions (normally natural flows) using
selected floods and ratios are adjusted to average annual damages,
computed by integrating the base conditions damage frequency curve or
by using a predetermined average annual damage. The corresponding
adjustment is printed out to help verify the appropriateness of the
floods and ratios selected in integrating the damage curve for base
conditions. uamages for modified conditions are based on the cumula-
tive product of the damages associated with the modified peak flow for
each flood (for a certain damage center) times the probability interval
assigned to each flood from the base condition integration. See figure
I for an example of the AAD integration. The damage for the uncontrolled
local flows are also calculated in a similar manner to the modified
conditions.

The damage reduction due to the proposed system is based on the
difference between the AAD for the base conditions and the modified
conditions. If an existing reservoir system exists the damage reduction
can be based on the difference between the base conditions and the
modified conditions where the base conditions were determined from
another simulation run (existing reservoirs only).
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A separate set of damage data can be used if the modified condition
damages do not follow the base condition discharge-damage curves as
would be the case for a levee, channel improvement or nonstructural
alternative such as flood proofing, relocation, purchase, flood plain
zoning, etc.

7. Multiflood Selection and Operation

The selection of the floods used in operating the system, is of
paramount importance in the determination of the average annual damages.
The floods selected must generate the peak flows at the damage centers
(particularly the key ones) which represent the full range of the flow-
frequency-damage relationship for base conditions as well as for modified
conditions.

Even using all historical floods of record may introduce some bias in
the average annual damage if most historical floods centered over a
certain part of the basin by chance and not over other areas. For instance
one dam site may have several severe historical floods while another dam
site immediately adjacent to that area may, due to chance, not have had
any severe floods.

While it is possible in the program, HEC-5C, to use only a single
flood and several ratios of that flood in computing average annual
damages, this procedure could introduce considerable bias in the results.
It would be far better to use several historical floods with storm
centerings throughout the basin and to use several ratios of those floods
to obtain flows at the damage centers representing the full range of the
flow-frequency-damage relationship for base conditions and for regulated
conditions. A good idea of the adequacy of the selected floods and ratios
for reproducing base conditions can be obtained by looking at the
correction factor printed out at each damage center for each damage
category. This correction factor is the ratio of average annual damage
computed by inteqrating the input frequency-damage curve (or from input
on UA card) to the average annual Uamage computed by assigning probability
intervals to the system flows computed by HEC-5C. When the correction
factor is close to 1.0, it represents the base conditions very well,
but may not represent the modified condition if only one or two regulated
floods cause damaqe. It is desirable to have one flood that does not
cause damages so that the smallest flood with damage doesn't receive too
large a probability interval. It is also necessary to have several
modified historical floods produce damages spread out over the modified
frequency curve since the integration of the damage-frequency curve is
based on rectangular blocks for each flood using the probabilities from
the base condition curve.

8



Studies are currently being made at The Hydrologic Engineering Center
to help establish criteria for the selection of the floods and ratios
to use.

8. Evaluation of Alternative Reservoir Systems

If this computer program is to be used to evaluate proposed reservoirs,
then the data cards should be assembled so that all proposed reservoirs
are included, even if some of them would serve as alternatives of others.
Control points should be selected and coded for all damage centers, control
points for reservoir operation, and information points. Once the entire
system is coded, a single card can be used to delete reservoirs fromi
the system for each alternative system selected. This card can be used
to delete any reservoir in the system except for downstream tandem
reservoirs (these reservoirs can be deleted by removing the reservoir
cards). Flood damages for a single flood (or average annual flood damages)
can be evaluated at any number of control poiits. Reservoir costs can also
be evaluated by showing how the costs vary with reservoir storage based
on the top of flood control storage. If costs and average annual flood
damages are calculated, the net system flood benefits will be printed
out for each alternative system operated. By careful selection of
alternative systems, the system that produces the maximum net flood
benefits can be determined by a reasonable number of separate computer
runs.

9. Evaluation of Nonreservoir Alternatives

Structural and nonstructural alternatives to certain reservoirs can
also be evaluated in the system simulation with or without reservoirs in
the system. The existence of a levee or channel improvement can be
reflected in the reservoir system operation by changing the channel
capacity if appropriate. At the present time only one set of routing
criteria can be read for each reach and thus the natural and modified
routings use the same criteria. This limitation requires that when the
routing criteria is different between natural and modified conditions,
the natural flows must be calculated by a separate computer run and entered
on cards for modified conditions. Costs of nonreservoir alternatives
can be shown as functions of the channel discharges. For a given design
discharge an interpolation is made to determine the capital cost
applicable to the control point. The average annual flood damages can
be evaluated in the same manner as for reservoir alternatives. However,
the zero damage point can be automatically changed to the design
discharge for modified conditions if a control point cost card is read.
Two sets of damage cards can be read as an alternative to the above
procedure, in representing natural and regulated conditions, so that
the entire damage curve can be changed for regulated conditions.

9
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Nonstructural alternatives (flood proofing, flood plain zoning, etc.)
can be handled in the same manner as structural alternatives (usually by
using two sets of damage cards), however the nonstructural alternative will
require defining the upper limit of the flood proofing, zoning, etc. as
a channel capacity or design discharge.

10. Use of 1EC-5Ct in Flood Control System Selection

As can be seen in table 1, quite a few reservoir systems have been
simulated using HILL-5. Most of these systems have used the flood control
version which was released in I-ay 1973. The version which also includes
conservation operation (HEC-5C) has not been officially released yet, but
it has been used for flood control simulation and average annual damages
have been calculated for the Susquehanna, Red River of the North, and the
Grand (Neosho) River basins. Monthly conservation operation has been
used on the Pajaro River, the Red River of the North, the Hudson River
Basin and several hypothetical systems. Of the studies conducted to
date by HEC using this model, five of them have been for preliminary
planning studies and have been used for the sole purpose of determining
the regulated flows throughout the basin for various historical and
synthetic floods. Each one of these basins also had a HEC-1 rainfall
runoff data model developed in order to calculate the runoff from
synthetic floods and to use rainfall to get a better distribution of
runoff for historical floods. The study of the 15 reservoir system for
the Trinity River was made in connection with Design Memorandum studies
for the Tennessee Colony reservoir in order to determine the flood control
storage in that downstream project (14 reservoirs above it) and to eval-
uate various alternative plans of channel improvements below the project.
The work on the existing five reservoir Merrimack basin is expected to
use HEC-5 in a real-time operation mode using forecasting routines and
automatic data collection by July of 1975.

The Susquehanna River Basin has 12 reservoirs existing or under
construction, and another 22 potential reservoir sites are being
investigated along with other structural and nonstructural alternatives
in a preliminary plannning study being conducted by the Baltimore
Listrict office of the Corps, the 1EC and a private consulting firm
Anderson-Nichols of boston, Massachusetts. The decision for selection
of the desired system will make important use of the average annual
damage reduction and net benefits of the alternative systems which will
be printed out for each alternative evaluated by HEC-5C.

11. Model Data Requirements and Output

The input data requirements for HEC-SC can be minimal for very
preliminary planning studies or it can be very detailed for modeling
existing systems. The minimum data requirements are as follows:

10
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a. General Information (4 cards)

(1) Title cards for Job (3 cards)

(2) Six miscellaneous items including the number of periods of
flow data, time interval of flows, etc.

b. Reservoir Dati (4 cards per reservoir)

(1) Reservoir capacities for top of conservation and top of
flood control elevations.

(2) Uownstream control points for which reservoir is operated

(3) Reservoir storage/outflow tables

c. Control Point (including reservoirs) Data (3 cards per control point)

(1) Identification number and title

(Z) Channel capacity

(3) Channel routing criteria

d. Flow Data

Inflow or local flow data for each control point for one or more
historical or synthetic floods.

Additional input information useful for planning studies:

a. Average Annual Vamage Data (a minimum of 4 cards per damage center)

Peak discharge-damage-frequencies tables

b. Cost Data (I card per control point)

(1) Reservoir capital costs vs storage or

() Control point capital costs vs channel discharge and

(3) Capital recovery factor

(4) Annual operation and maintenance costs

The output available from the program includes

a. Listing of input data

11



b. Results of system operation arranged by downstream sequence of

control points.

c. Results of system operation arranged by sequence of time periods

d. Sunuary of flooding for system

e. Summary of reservoir releases and control point flows by period

f. Summary of conservation operation if monthly routing was made

g. Summary of naxiiaum flows, storages, etc., for each flood event

h. Summary of viaximun and hwinimum data for all floods

i. Summary of average annual damaqes

j. Summary of system costs (annual and capital) and net benefits.
Examples of sone of the summaries are shown as figures 2-12.

12. Strategy for Selection of Alternative Systems

For systems with only a few possible coronents the strategy for
determining the best alternatives can be quite simple since each possible
alternative can be evaluated. For systems with a large number of possible
alternatives, the strategy can be difficult to predetermine and the best
available procedure to follow may be to simply select alternatives to be
evaluated one at a time following a careful review of information obtained
from previous runs.

Certain economic criteria must be observed for the final system
selected. The incremental cost of the new components of the proposed
system nst be less than the damage reduction accomplished by the new
components. In addition, each project must be justified on the basis of
the last increment added. That is to say, the cost of each project must
be less than the difference between the average annual damages of the
proposed system with and without that project.

A certain minimium performance criteria is also necessary. This
philosophy says that if a certain level of protection can not be provided
by the system then it would be better not to build any structures than
to give the public a sense of false security.

With the above ideas in mind it seems necessary to first determine a
minimum system that will provide an acceptable level of protection. Next
see if various alternatives can be used to get a larger value of the
maximum net benefits. When the maximum net benefits appears to be
obtained (and it is positive) then each project should be deleted in

12



turn to see if that project prevented more damages than it cost to build.
The process of maximizing the net benefits by selecting alternatives and
evaluating using HEC-5C, at present, can only be based on good engineering
judgment. After a few studies are completed using this new tool, perhaps
more definite guidance will be available.

13. Future Use of Model for Multipurpose Systems

The current version of the program does have capabilities for multi-
purpose operation of reservoir systems, but does not have multipurpose
economic evaluation routines. While the program can operate for low
flows at one or more downstream points, for flood control operation and
for individual hydropower requirements, the conservation capabilities
have not been tested on a sufficient number of systems to provide the
necessary confidence. When a few more systems have been successfully
operated for conservation and flood control together, that confidence
will be obtained.

The major additions necessary for the future are in the area of
hydropower systems, multipurpose benefit evaluation and extensive testing.

14. Conclusions

It appears that the IEC-5C simulation model should be a useful tool
for planners to evaluate the effects of water resource projects and
nonstructural alternatives in most river basins because it can accurately,
quickly, and inexpensively simulate the hydrologic and economic responses
of the systa. While much of the detailed analysis of hydroloqy, reservoir
regulations, and economics can be accomplished by the model, considerable
engineering ingenuity will be required to insure that the proper data is
used in the model, that the model is giving valid results, and that the
proper sequence of alternatives are evaluated in order to determine the
best plan for the reduction of damages in a basin.

It also seems probable that the model will be useful for simulating
multipurpose reservoir operation. In this connection considerable work
will be required to develop economic and social parameters to allow
multipurpose evaluation of the system alternatives similar to flood
control.

Considerable experience and research will be required to develop
procedures, techniques and/or optimization subroutines which will enable
the program to be used in the most efficient manner in the selection
of the best multipurpose alternatives for the basin.

13
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DAMAGE - FREQUENCY CURVES

A AD CALCULATI ONS

FL 00 5

BASE
cope lood01 FLOOD 4 BASE CNITION CURVE
D MAGE

FLOOD 4

FLOOD 3

DAMOADES

CiOI ION

FLOOD~LOO 2 FLOODGE 51 L(

EASE CONDITION FIOUENCFLO
FOR FLOOD 4

PROS INT
FOR I L 000

EXCEEDENCE FREQUENCY

FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE OF AAD INTEGRATION FOR
MULTIPLE FLOODS

(Important values for flood 4
are indicated)

Note: This figure is not for same example as figures 2-12.
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